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The subject matter covered in this project may be challenging for some. Certainly, there were 
sections of this that I found incredibly difficult to write. Alzheimer’s is not something that has 
affected me or anyone I know, and I am incredibly thankful for that, but that does little to put my 
mind at ease whenever I am reminded of the devastating impact that it - and other dementias - 
have on people and their families.

This project is not, in any way, designed to poke fun or otherwise detract from the weight of 
the subject matter. There are logic puzzles - and other typical ‘game’ elements - and there are 
some comedic elements within the project. My approach to this had no interest in ignorantly 
building systems with the conditions of the disease as I don’t think that’s fair to those who have 
had their lives completely turned upside down by it.

Throughout this project’s development, I have tried my best to be as innocuous as possible 
while still delivering on what I hope is an interesting experience. 
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selected brief.

From the very first week of the semester, I knew I wanted to tackle the 
subject of Alzheimer’s for my level design submission.

Losing my memory is one of my greatest fears. I am in the fortunate position where 
dementia, and specifically Alzheimer’s, does not have a history in my family. With that said, 
it is still possible for the disease to affect me or those I’m close to and that will always be 
terrifying. I wondered if exploring the disease in relation to something I’m already somewhat 
knowledgeable about - in this case, game design - would help me further process my fear. I 
was first inspired to do the project by the “Memory” brief, but soon came to understand that 
my project would better fit under the “Psychology” brief. Aerial screenshot from the street section of my submitted level.



“Everywhere at the end of time” by The Caretaker (Kirby, 2016)
Album Artwork (Seal, no date)
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further inspiration. The primary driving force behind this project was, at its core, fear.

I haven’t found it in myself to listen to the whole thing through yet, however, “Everywhere at the end of 
time” by The Caretaker (Kirby, 2016) was most definitely a source of inspiration. I have an incredibly strong 
emotional response to music. (Ironic, given my final submission has no audio.) Just a few seconds from 
the six-hour long project is enough to send shivers down my spine, especially once the intentions behind 
the album were made clear to me. It was around the time of my discovery of “Everywhere at the end of 
time” that I started reading Celia Hodent’s “The Gamer’s Brain” (2017) after being recommended the book 
in my user experience class last year. While it would be sheer embellishment to suggest the two sources, 
in-combination, were precursors to this project, they provided me with a set of tools and a starting point 
to begin conceptualisation: how do players think and how does divergence manifest itself in patients of 
Alzheimer’s disease?

Midway through the project’s development, I wanted to 
further explore emotional responses to spatial navigation 
and memory. While this is something I covered in my 
research, I later inherited a strong influence from the recent 
internet trend of ‘liminal space’. I keep referring to this as 
the uncanny valley of spatial processing. This is perhaps 
meaningless in an academic sense, but I find it helps me 
contextualise the strange sensation I feel when looking at 
photographs and images of liminal spaces. Interestingly, 
I find these sensations are similar to those I felt when 
listening to “Everywhere at the end of time”, albeit much 
less intense. Of course, this is all purely subjective.

Doctored photo. “...” (MatRiera15, 2020)
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Given this is a project on level design, I needed to understand how spatial navigation is impaired in patients of Alzheimer’s.

To understand any potential differences between someone with Alzheimer’s and someone without, I looked towards scientific reading. Specifically, I found 
a 2018 paper on “Spatial navigation deficits” (pictured below). The paper discusses the difficulty in discerning Alzheimer’s from other dementias but that 
“spatial navigation and orientation deficits [...] are increasingly shown to be present in at-risk individuals.” (Coughlan et al., 2018, p. 496)

I would like acknowledge an issue in game design discourse, as highlighted by the opening lines of Joseph Rebello’s review of Games of Empire: Global 
Capitalism and Video Games. “It is easy to mock public discourse concerning video games, which has been dominated by [...] sloppy citations of psychological 
studies.” (2014, p. 291) It would be incorrect to infer that my project has any grandiose scientific merit given just how little peer-review or wider research has 
been conducted compared to similar works. (Hence, my aforementioned desire to explore the topic from an emotional perspective as opposed to declaring 
this project a simulation.) Despite this, I felt observing up-to-date scientific findings is crucial on creating an informed play space.

key takeaways.
- Alzheimer’s manifests differently than other dementias, as it permanently 
disrupts multiple areas of the brain. The inherent ability to process spatial 
information, disregarding memory, is disrupted.

- Alzheimer’s patients experience difficulty in handling not only allocentric 
‘landmark’ information, but also processing egocentric space. (Space 
immediately surrounding the subject.)

- Patients with Alzheimer’s fail to synchronise allocentric and egocentric 
information. For instance, memorising the position of an object in the short-
term and retrieving the object from a different direction.



Boex “Cove Dementia Ward” (Prisk, 2010)
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Colour can have a significant impact on patients of dementia, 
and this informed my design.

Upon discussing this project with a friend-of-a-friend who happens to be a 
care worker, they said that they are often told to wear bright colours and that 
patients with dementia often respond well to the colour yellow. Intrigued by 
this, I researched this further and found a blog post written by UKS Mobility, a 
healthcare supplier for the NHS, that went into detail about colour and dementia. 
Notably, for the colour yellow, they wrote that it is a “stimulating colour which 
is used in activity areas to increase brain wave activity. Stimulating colours 
are good for Alzheimer’s patients as they can trigger memories and cognitive 
function.” (2015)

interactables.
Nearly all interactable objects present throughout my level design (with the exception of some puzzle elements) utilise the colour 
yellow in one way or another. This has a few functions. Of course, this is a reference to the colour being used to help dementia 
patients, but within the context of the play space, this is a UX decision used to direct the player to what they can or cannot 
interact with. It is intended to serve as a device for the player to rely on as a source of direction and, thus, comfort. When the 
player is put into a situation where there are no interactable objects around them, it is within my intentions for the player to feel 
lost or confused. As mentioned previously, my response to the creative brief is emotional in nature. The goal of the project is 
to allow the player a space to experience the confusion and vulnerability of someone with Alzheimer’s. My project is absolutely 
not intended to provide an enjoyable experience, but is to raise awareness, to emotionally explore, and to gain (somewhat of) a 
better understanding of the disease.



An example of glaucoma. (InMed Pharmaceuticals, no date) In-game screenshot with glaucoma post-processing enabled.
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associated illnesses.
Glaucoma and arthritis are frequently associated with Alzheimer’s disease.

The old mantra of ‘correlation does not imply causation’ is important to note here. Glaucoma is frequent in patients of Alzheimer’s. This could be due to 
a number of factors, with one suggestion being that “they are both neurodegenerative, chronic, and progressive diseases that are age-related and cause 
irreversible neuronal cell loss”. However, studies focusing on direct links between glaucoma and Alzheimer’s have yielded varying results (Ou, 2017). In the 
case of arthritis, there is a suggestion that the “presence of joint disorders, especially [rheumatoid arthritis], at midlife seems to be associated with a worse 
cognitive status later in life.” (Wallin et al., 2012, p. 675) There is also a further suggestion that “glaucoma is also a potential side effect of steroid medication 
used to treat arthritis.” (Bahls, 2019) At any rate, the three illnesses have a complex relationship, and I wanted to represent this in game.

I found that glaucoma is often identified 
as a reduced field of vision - starting with 
a reduced peripheral vision - as well as 
blurriness. (NHS, 2018) For arthritis, I made 
use of a randomly moving reticle at the centre 
of the screen, which incidentally looks like an 
eye floater (although eye floaters are generally 
unrelated to glaucoma.) The reticle will only 
become active for selection near interactable 
objects. These objects can only be selected if 
the moving reticle is overlapping with them, 
meaning it should be difficult to coordinate 
selecting smaller objects.



!

!

! Moodboard, generated using PureRef.
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visual aesthetics.

As I created this moodboard near the start of the project, I did not think to include sources for any of the As I created this moodboard near the start of the project, I did not think to include sources for any of the 
images. However, I am aware this is generally unacceptable, so I have tried my best to use reverse image images. However, I am aware this is generally unacceptable, so I have tried my best to use reverse image 
searches to find out where they originally came from. The images on this page are clickable, and contain searches to find out where they originally came from. The images on this page are clickable, and contain 
hyperlinks to the earliest location of that image I could find using TinEye.com. However, images with a red hyperlinks to the earliest location of that image I could find using TinEye.com. However, images with a red 
exclamation mark in the bottom corner do not have hyperlinks. This means that I tried to find where the exclamation mark in the bottom corner do not have hyperlinks. This means that I tried to find where the 
image came from but the earliest locations were unsafe or do not exist, at least via the TinEye search engine.image came from but the earliest locations were unsafe or do not exist, at least via the TinEye search engine.

I wanted to set the project sometime 
during the late 90s. There’s something 
about the beige decorum of the time 
combined with busy patterns of old 
furniture left over from the 80s that, 
when compared to the minimalist 
design of the 2010s, feels alien and 
distant. While this visual aesthetic is not 
altogether visible in the final submission 
due to the scene remaining largely 
untextured, having this direction in mind 
from an early stage - akin to narrative 
design - helps inform or contextualise 
otherwise extraneous design choices.

I also wanted to set the project in my 
home of Scotland as this would allow 
me to further believe in the world I 
have created and would accentuate 
my overarching goal of understanding 
Alzheimer’s from a very personal level. 
There are some nods to this in the core 
level design, including that the vans on 
the street are parked or orientated from 
driving on the left hand side of the road, 
as well as some Scottish references in a 
puzzle task I created.

https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/photo/retro-leather-chair-royalty-free-image/185262024?irgwc=1&esource=AFF_GI_IR_TinEye_77643&asid=TinEye&cid=GI&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_source=TinEye&utm_content=77643
https://www.f1online.de/en/image-details/2876636.html
https://depositphotos.com/60968873/stock-photo-living-oriental-style.html
https://www.awl-images.com/stock-photo/scotland-fife-crail-a-cobbled-street-in-the-village-at-twilight/search/detailmodal-0_00465334.html?dvx=1518
https://www.alamy.com/cream-sofa-in-townhouse-sitting-room-with-an-arched-window-image225031247.html?irclickid=VaW0lt1WbxyLTGt0WlXSvXJOUkEU0lXNnU7q0A0&irgwc=1&utm_source=77643&utm_campaign=Shop%20Royalty%20Free%20at%20Alamy&utm_medium=impact
https://uk.hotels.com/ho804533792/chanticleer-inn-lookout-mountain-united-states-of-america/?locale=en_GB&pos=HCOM_UK#:WO:wo1
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-cobbled-street-and-old-stone-buildings-in-st-andrews-scotland-48585878.html?irclickid=VaW0lt1WbxyLTGt0WlXSvXJOUkEU0nQZnU7q0A0&irgwc=1&utm_source=77643&utm_campaign=Shop%20Royalty%20Free%20at%20Alamy&utm_medium=impact
http://www.freeimageslive.co.uk/free_stock_image/st-andrews-streets-jpg
https://www.dreamstime.com/edinburgh-cobblestone-street-ground-view-level-narrow-scotland-image151390907
https://susanbrysoninteriors.com/gallery/#iLightbox[2e7151efcd386c4f254]/10


The initial level flow for Exploring Alzheimer’s. I discarded it as I found it far 
too limiting for what I wanted to get out of the level.
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level flow.
In its final iteration, the level flows as a hybrid gate-and-key structure and contains three primary scenarios:

- The Tutorial Scenario, at the beginning of the level.
- The Core Scenario, after the tutorial. Contains three tasks for the player to complete.
- The Painting Scenarios. Player ‘teleported into’ paintings after completing a task. Always runs linearly.

This structure gives the player a sense of agency whilst providing narrative to help contextualise the player 
character’s condition.

Below are some early iterations of the level flow that I updated due to being too simple or too broad for me 
to complete within the time frame.  

This level structure is 
the closest to the current 
iteration, with the main 
difference being that there 
is an extra task referenced. 
At this stage, I had not 
conceptualised “Painting 
Scenarios” in their 
current form, and instead 
referenced “Flashbacks”. 
With this structure, the 
house was supposed to 
deteriorate. However, due 
to time constraints, this 
was scrapped.
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tutorial scenario. Linear and intuitive, the tutorial scenario is not trying to trick the player.

The player first spawns in near the end of the road (as can be seen near the lower centre of the sketch plan 
to the left) and is greeted with a message denoting some basic controls.  If the player looks up the road, their 
line of sight is immediately blocked by the van parked up by the left. The player is encouraged to go around 
this van, by which point, they will meet an alleyway blocked off by wheelie bins. The only place left to look 
is towards the van which itself is pointing towards the gate into the garden. Once the player approaches this 
gate, they are greeted with another message telling them how to interact with it. From this point, the player is 
left to their own devices to try and make their way into the house.

Throughout development, iteration, and testing, the tutorial has remained largely the same. 
The space is designed for the player to have the feeling of a large brooding space, but in 
actuality, they have a singular arcing line of travel, with all objects in the scene placed with 
the intention of getting the player to go towards the gate, with the lights on both the front 
and back of the vans acting as an additional affordance for the player.



‘Ground floor’ plan and in-engine render. ‘First floor’ plan and in-engine render.
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core scenario.
Uniform and boxy, the main play space is something straight out of Robert Yang’s Whiteboard test for what not to do.

Lying somewhere between “Half-Life 1 Deathmatch level” and “graybox in a vacuum” (Yang, 2016) this space is unimaginative at best. I wanted the core space 
of the game to feel almost confusingly regular, giving players a sense of familiarity but offering them no opportunities to follow sight-lines or explore with 
intuition. This ties back to the “liminal space” concept I mentioned earlier, as well as the fact that patients of Alzheimer’s struggle, at a fundamental level, to 
process spatial information. Functionally, the house unashamedly prevents the player from going anywhere they are not supposed to. Again, I am aware this 
is a big taboo in UX; I designed this space to cause the player frustration for something they feel like they should be able to do.



Painting 1 - The Barn
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painting scenarios.

In this painting scenario, the player is required to solve 
a puzzle using a timed lever to open a barn door and an 
electronic gate outside. This scenario is supposed to represent 
the earliest stages of Alzheimer’s, where memories of the past 
are clear. I designed the space to be relatively straightforward 
and fairly intuitive.

Despite this, the space is restrictive and almost suffocatingly 
linear. The player, at any point during the scenario, can only 
complete one action at a time and is given very little choice. 
All three painting scenarios follow this paradigm as this is 
supposed to induce feelings of being trapped in the sense that 
‘you can’t change the past.’



Painting 2 - The Forestry
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painting scenarios.

In this painting scenario, the player character finds themselves 
in a forestry track. Compared to the barn, they are given much 
more room to move, but the player will find that the track only 
leads forward.

As the player travels further along the track, the ground and 
sky around them slowly turns to white as the player character’s 
memory fades. The player is able to return back to the start 
and the sky and landscape will begin to reappear again. In 
order to complete the scenario, however, they must journey 
forward.



Painting 3 - The Void
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painting scenarios.

In this painting scenario, the player character finds themselves 
facing a child-like representation of a house. Much like the 
end of ‘The Forestry’ the player is surrounded by a void. Unlike 
previous painting scenarios, the player is given too much 
space. Still linear, the player only has one direction to travel: 
towards the door. Once the player approaches this door, they 
are brought back into the main hall of the house in the core 
scenario, where the front door opens to a blank void and the 
game ends.

This scenario is supposed to represent the final stages of 
Alzheimer’s, where the disease has completely disrupted brain 
function.
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In order to keep track of my changes, I maintained a project log alongside a git repository.

After a fairly traumatic incident involving an external hard drive and a vinyl floor back when I was in high-school, I try my best to ensure my work is 
backed up. I have used git and GitHub for years now, as it offers a quick, easy, and relatively cheap way of storing and keeping track of my projects. I 
like to use as much of the suite offered by GitHub as I can. In this instance, I made use of the issue tracker to keep note of any bugs, missing features, or 
engine-related content identified by myself that should be redone. I also maintained a Word document which I used draft git-commit descriptions which 
were then added to a changelog table as pictured in the bottom right.

Since taking the screenshots below, I have made both the git repository and the Word document public and accessible by clicking on the associated icons 
to the lower right of either image. I will not be listing a full project log anywhere else in this document, as it would simply be far too long.

https://liveabertayac-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/1900721_uad_ac_uk/EWZAsfv_jLFCjz0e0IoyTo8BCZTPivsg3LklsztoqmFhjg?e=Gtd23O
https://github.com/seylorx1/exploringalzheimers
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alpha v0.1 4th november 2020

Thanks to some git magic, I am able to revisit the most notable versions of my project.

Compared to my final submission, this version feels incredibly alien. While I have a few BSP brushes scattered along the scene. I was new to BSP modelling 
and was unaware of the possibility to extrude or manipulate the models, which made building the house scene difficult.

By this version, I had enabled post-processing effects and started working on a moving reticle. However, this reticle moves a greater distance across the 
screen and much slower compared to the submission.
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alpha v0.5 25th november 2020

By this version, the bulk of the interactable system had been implemented, and doors and gates had been 
added. It was here where I started work on the wheelie bin assets. I fully modelled and textured a wheelie bin 
asset and placed them around the scene. However, the interactable wheelie bin had quite a way to go before 
the state it is currently in now.

In this version, the wheelie bin was simply an actor that could be ‘pushed’ by left clicking and holding the 
handle. However, the wheelie bin had no collision and it was easy to let go of it if you moved too quickly.
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alpha v0.9 8th december 2020

By version 0.9, I had worked on lighting the house properly, adding the sticky note task system (used by the core 
scenario) as well as adding modelling and implementing a functional stairlift into the scene. The stairlift follows 
the rail - a spline mesh - up and down the stairs. The camera is retargeted to a ‘camera target’ I made which 
follows the stairlift. Once the stairlift has reaches its destination, the player character is teleported in front of the 
stairlift and the player can, once again, resume control.

Instead of decorating an outdoors scene for the windows of the house, I added an unlit white planes, rect lights, 
and some translucent blinds which colour the light’s shadows, creating sealing the effect. 
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alpha v0.12c 30th december 2020

Making use of Unreal Engine’s level-streaming capabilities, I implemented a system to handle the player character ‘teleporting into paintings’ once a core 
scenario event - or task - is completed. In this update, I completely finish the ‘The Barn’ painting, including the logic for the puzzle event required to 
complete the scenario. For this, I modelled a lever for the player to pull. Once this lever is pulled, a barn door and the gate outside opens. The lever starts off 
timed giving the player enough time to leave the barn but not enough to reach the gate. The player is required to find a spanner to ‘fix’ the lever, allowing the 
outside gate to remain open, completing the event.

I made the lever blueprint in such a way that allows it to be used by any level blueprint. This really opened my mind to a different way of working with 
blueprints and levels. 
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alpha v0.14 2nd january 2021

In this update, I fully completed the ‘clothes’ task.

Once the task event is activated, the player has to take the stairlift 
up the stairs and put clothes found in the sitting room back into the 
drawers. However, once the player is holding a jumper, they will find 
that they cannot interact with any door, drawer, or the stairlift until 
they put the clothes back down. Hence, the player must go and open 
the doors and drawers in preparation.
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alpha v0.16e 12th january 2021

The submission release version of my project.

By the submission version of the project, I completed ‘The Forestry’ and ‘The Void’ painting scenarios, the medicine task event, a simple tutorial (using 
trigger boxes and notification text at the bottom of the screen), and added a title screen. I also fixed a massive performance bug with the painting scenarios.

While I posted (an earlier version of) the game for testing in the builds channel in the Discord, I never got any responses. This is likely due to the lateness of 
the post coinciding with the rest of the submissions. However, I did manage to get a testing for the game done regardless.
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A list from the Unreal Engine content browser containing 
every blueprint in my project, including levels.
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Exploring Alzheimer’s contains quite a lot of blueprints.

Given that using C++ was discouraged on the basis that we are graded on our use of Unreal 
Engine’s blueprinting system, this project was very much a learning process for myself. Prior 
to this assignment I had not used Unreal Engine so the first weeks of the semester were 
spent watching tutorials and trying out various prototypes.

Due to the relatively high amount of blueprints in the project compared to the project’s 
length, I have decided that the best course of action is to be selective over which systems I 
present and to take a top-down approach when describing them. For instance, in the case 
of the main level blueprint (L_MainLevel), it contains nodes which facilitate a whole host of 
different game systems (fitting within the structure as illustrated by the level flowchart.) 
Instead of attempting to describe the blueprint in its entirety, I chose instead to show 
fragments of the blueprint under the associated system that fragment is connected to. A 
downside to this is that the flow of some blueprints may not be clearly depicted. However, I 
feel that this is a necessary trade-off I have to take given the length of the project.

On top of participating in the 
lecture material, I watched Ryan 
Laley’s “Making Your First Game” 
tutorial series (2020). While some 
of the concepts explored were 
simple in nature, it allowed me to 
obtain a greater understanding of 
Unreal Engine from the ground up. 



A collection of functions that make up BP_Interactable.  

BP_PlayerCharacter’s interactable logic in EventTick. 
When the interactable object is ready to be selected, the 
reticle will turn white.

All interactable objects in the game have a box trigger than 
can be resized for the object’s needs. In this case, the gate 
requires a fairly large box trigger as it can swing in both 
directions and the player is unlikely to be approaching the 
gate head-on.
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interactables.
The base class for all interactive objects.

While its functionality alone is minimal, BP_
Interactable is one of the most important classes in 
the game. Serving as a template for gates, doors, 
levers, or anything else the player may interact with, 
the main driving force behind its functionality actually 
lies within the player character class.

If an object inheriting from BP_Interactable has been 
set as “interactable”, the player - upon entering 
BoxTrigger - will have their reticle show on screen. If 
the player is looking at a collider marked as blocking 
the “Interactable” raycast channel, a raycast will 
activate InteractSelect and InteractPress.

InteractSelect is sent every tick the object is interacted 
with whereas InteractPress only activates once.

Something else to note is that BP_Interactable inherits 
from the Pawn class so that it can be possessed. This 
is used by BP_WheelieBin, the class that drives the 
wheelie bin logic.
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BP_PLAYERCHARACTER / INPUTACTION INTERACT / INTERACTABLE FLAGS

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →
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BP_PLAYERCHARACTER / EVENTTICK / INTERACTABLE LOGIC - SECTION A

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →
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BP_PLAYERCHARACTER / EVENTTICK / INTERACTABLE LOGIC - SECTION B

→→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →
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BP_PLAYERCHARACTER / EVENTTICK / INTERACTABLE LOGIC - SECTION C

→→
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BP_PLAYERCHARACTER / EVENTTICK / INTERACTABLE LOGIC - SECTION D

→→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →
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BP_PLAYERCHARACTER / EVENTTICK / INTERACTABLE LOGIC - SECTION E

→→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →
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BP_PLAYERCHARACTER / EVENTTICK / INTERACTABLE LOGIC - SECTION F

→



A collection of methods from BP_CameraTarget.  

BP_CameraTarget is an actor in 
its own right. It can be selected 
and while it *can* be moved in the 
editor, it will automatically be reset 
back to the values as defined by 
its parameters, as ‘Init’ is called on 
BeginPlay.

A way to preview where the Camera 
Target is going to start is by 
triggering the ‘Update Position’ 
blueprint action in the editor.
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camera targeting.
Manipulating the player camera.

I found it difficult to track objects using the Unreal 
camera system. While I was able to set the view 
target to different actors in the scene, I found myself 
repeating code a lot of the time. As Unreal requires 
an actor to be the view target, the blueprinting 
was bound to spiral out of control. So, I made BP_
CameraTarget. This blueprint can target any actor 
- or, optionally, any component of any actor with 
a specified tag - and its position will update every 
frame, factoring in a transform offset.

The code driving the camera targeting is handled by 
the player controller. All that is required to retarget 
the camera is a reference to the BP_PlayerController 
and BP_CameraTarget.

I make use of what I call ‘Blueprint Actions’. These are 
just boolean flags that can be set in the editor. When 
the flags are enabled, they are disabled again in the 
construction script and an exec line is triggered. This 
is inspired from Unreal’s BP_SkySphere.



← RETURN TO CAMERA TARGETING SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →

BP_CAMERATARGET / INIT - SECTION A

→



← RETURN TO CAMERA TARGETING SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →

BP_CAMERATARGET / INIT - SECTION B

→



← RETURN TO CAMERA TARGETING SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →

BP_CAMERATARGET / APPLY TRANSFORM FOR ACTOR



← RETURN TO CAMERA TARGETING SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →

BP_CAMERATARGET / APPLY TRANSFORM FOR SCENE COMPONENT



← RETURN TO CAMERA TARGETING SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →

BP_PLAYERCONTROLLER / UPDATE CAMERA



An issue I opened on my 
GitHub project’s issue 
tracker about the task 
system.

Sticky notes are removed from the left and added to the right upon completion.

BP_StickyNote inherits from BP_Interactable, and 
overrides the InteractPress function to detect if 
it has been selected.
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sticky note tasks.
The core-scenario event system.

In Exploring Alzheimer’s, the player has three tasks 
to complete: the medicine task, the clothes task, and 
the wheelie bin task. These tasks are represented 
as sticky notes in the main hall of the house. Once 
a sticky note is selected, UI will appear asking if the 
player wants to select that task. Upon selecting ‘Yes’, 
a flag is set in BP_Gamemode. During EventTick, the 
main level polls BP_Gamemode for any completed 
tasks, and responds to the appropriate task 
accordingly.

Overall, while the functionality of the sticky note task 
system works absolutely fine, I am generally unhappy 
with how hard-coded it is. It would have been nice 
to have made it more modular. This is something I 
picked up on a little while ago. I haven’t since justified 
reimplementing the system given that the level is 
only designed for three tasks. Still, it is currently in 
this half-way state, where BP_StickyNote is designed 
to be overridden, but it uses a fixed enumerator to 
determine the corresponding sticky note task.



The sticky note task selection HUD overlay.
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← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →

BP_STICKYNOTE / INTERACT PRESS - SECTION A

→



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_STICKYNOTE / INTERACT PRESS - SECTION B

→→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_STICKYNOTE / INTERACT PRESS - SECTION C

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



Macro references this enumerator, BPenum_StickyNoteTasks

← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_GAMEMODE / INT TO STICKY NOTE TASKS (MACRO)

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_GAMEMODE / TASK ACTIVE (PURE)

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_GAMEMODE / GET CURRENT TASK (PURE)

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_GAMEMODE / SET CURRENT TASK

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_GAMEMODE / POLL COMPLETED TASK

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_GAMEMODE / COMPLETE TASK - SECTION A

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_GAMEMODE / COMPLETE TASK - SECTION B

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_UIStickyNote controls the static mesh rendered in the HUD.

← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_UISTICKYNOTE / UPDATE STICKY NOTE

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_UISTICKYNOTE / EVENTTICK - SECTION A

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

BP_UISTICKYNOTE / EVENTTICK - SECTION B

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

L_MAINLEVEL / EVENTTICK / TASK EVENT HANDLING - SECTION A

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

L_MAINLEVEL / EVENTTICK / TASK EVENT HANDLING - SECTION B

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO STICKY NOTE TASKS

L_MAINLEVEL / TASK EVENTS

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →
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notifications.
Little messages to contextualise the world.

Notifications were somewhat of a last resort. I was 
reluctant to add them but I realised that shoving 
players into the deep-end is not within the scope of 
the project and is just bad game design. I found that 
once the core gameplay loop was set-up, the tutorial 
level required more direct UX interaction. On top of 
this, the player had no indication for when a task had 
successfully been completed.

Once the player starts the game, a notification 
appears at the bottom of the screen describing basic 
controls. Approaching the garden gate, a notification 
telling them to left click to interact appears, and once 
the player enters the house, another notification 
directs them towards the sticky notes.

Notifications can be set up to work a trigger volume 
by using the BP_NotificationVolume actor or can be 
directly accessed via blueprint nodes with reference to 
HUD_Notification attached to the player character.



← RETURN TO NOTIFICATIONS

BP_NOTIFICATIONVOLUME / ON COMPONENT BEGIN OVERLAP

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO NOTIFICATIONS

HUD_NOTIFICATION / SHOW, HIDE NOTIFICATION

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO NOTIFICATIONS

HUD_NOTIFICATION / EVENT TICK - SECTION A

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO NOTIFICATIONS

HUD_NOTIFICATION / EVENT TICK - SECTION B

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



The BP_Painting for ‘The Forestry’.
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paintings.
Scenarios that occur upon task completion.

Paintings are essentially sub-levels that are loaded in 
at runtime. At the beginning of the game, all painting 
levels are streamed for a few frames before closing 
again. This is to allow scene capture components 
in the streamed levels to render ‘paintings’ out 
to be displayed in the hall of the house. Once a 
task is completed and the player enters the BP_
PaintingRoomTrigger, an integer in the level blueprint 
for L_MainLevel increments and the corresponding 
painting level is streamed.

There is a transition phase that make use of the BP_
CameraTarget class and the scene capture component 
in the level to help contextualise the space for the 
player before they are subsequently teleported to 
the sub-level. The scene capture component - which 
lies within BP_PaintingTarget - follows a spline path. 
After a specified amount of time, the player character 
is teleported to a location and rotation specified by a 
component in BP_PaintingTarget. When the player hits 
a BP_PaintingTeleportTrigger, they are teleported back 
to the main level.



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / BEGIN PLAY

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / EVENT TICK - SECTION A

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / EVENT TICK - SECTION B

→→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / EVENT TICK - SECTION C

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / CONSTRUCTION SCRIPT - SECTION A

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / CONSTRUCTION SCRIPT - SECTION B

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / HAS PAINTING BEEN COMPLETED (PURE)

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / ACTIVATE PAINTING

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / OPEN PAINTING LEVEL - SECTION A

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / OPEN PAINTING LEVEL - SECTION B

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / CLOSE PAINTING LEVEL

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTING / UPDATE PAINTING TARGET (USED BY REGISTRY)

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_PAINTINGTARGET / BEGIN PLAY

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_GAMEINSTANCE / UPDATE PAINTING REGISTRY

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

BP_GAMEINSTANCE / NOTIFY PAINTING WITH TARGET

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

L_MAINLEVEL / TASK COMPLETE EXAMPLE

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

L_MAINLEVEL / EVENT TICK - SECTION A

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

L_MAINLEVEL / EVENT TICK - SECTION B

→→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



← RETURN TO PAINTINGS

L_MAINLEVEL / EVENT TICK - SECTION C

→

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →
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clothes logic.
For the clothes core-scenario event.

The clothes task requires the player to pick up 
folded jumpers and place them into drawers. While 
this sounds like - and indeed is - a relatively simple 
process, there are quite a few conjoined parts.

First of all, the BP_Jumper (subclass of BP_Interactable)  
uses a flag in the player character class to keep track 
of whether the player is holding a jumper or not. 
Upon selection of a BP_Jumper, the player can place 
the jumper into a BP_Drawer_Jumper (subclass of BP_
Drawer and BP_Interactable) and any BP_Jumpers that 
have been ‘taken’ prior turn transparent.

The challenge of the level is that the doors, drawers, 
and stairlift become inoperable when holding a 
jumper (handled by the L_MainLevel blueprint) so the 
player must put the jumper back down before going 
to interact with anything else in the scene.

When the player is holding a jumper, a static mesh of 
a folded jumper floats into view.



← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC

BP_JUMPER / UPDATE TRANSPARENCY

SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_JUMPER / INTERACT PRESS (INHERITED FROM BP_INTERACTABLE)

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_JUMPER / CONSTRUCTION SCRIPT

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_JUMPER / EVENT TICK

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_DRAWER_JUMPER / DRAWER FULL (PURE)

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_DRAWER_JUMPER / INTERACT SELECT - SECTION A

→

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_DRAWER_JUMPER / INTERACT SELECT - SECTION B

→→

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_DRAWER_JUMPER / INTERACT SELECT - SECTION C

→

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_DRAWER_JUMPER / CONSTRUCTION SCRIPT

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_DRAWER_JUMPER / EVENT TICK

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



L_MAINLEVEL / TASK CLOTHES TICK

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_PLAYERCHARACTER / EVENT TICK

← RETURN TO CLOTHES LOGIC SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →
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collectables.
Only used once!

When I created the BP_Collectable 
blueprint abstract, I expected it to 
be of great use. In actuality, it only 
features once in the project: to handle 
the logic for the spanner in ‘The Barn’ 
painting scenario.

A child of BP_Interactable; once a 
collectable has been selected by the 
player, the ‘Opacity’ parameter of 
the - now instanced - material on 
the static mesh component is set to 
zero over time. (This will only work 
with custom translucent materials.) 
Once transparent, the static mesh and 
trigger components of the actor are 
destroyed. The actor itself does not 
actually get removed which means 
that the ability to access the pure 
function IsCollected retains after the 
collectable has been taken.



BP_COLLECTABLE / IS COLLECTED (PURE)

← RETURN TO COLLECTABLES SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_COLLECTABLE / CONSTRUCTION SCRIPT

← RETURN TO COLLECTABLES SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_COLLECTABLE / EVENT TICK - SECTION A

→

← RETURN TO COLLECTABLES SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_COLLECTABLE / EVENT TICK - SECTION B

→

← RETURN TO COLLECTABLES SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



L_STREAM_PAINTING1 / EVENT TICK

← RETURN TO COLLECTABLES SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



BP_PLAYERCHARACTER / EVENT TICK

← RETURN TO COLLECTABLES SKIP TO NEXT SECTION →



Post-processing volume settings. M_PP_EdgeBlur. Based on Jack Beven’s “Radial Blur (Request)” YouTube tutorial. (2018) An aerial shot utilising this post-processing stack.
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post-processing stack.
To obtain the glaucoma effect I mentioned previously in this document, I used Unreal’s post-processing volume and built it up through trial and error. 
Eventually, I found that setting an incredibly intense vignette and depth of field with subtle chromatic aberration gave me a good start. I realised that I had no 
way to blur the edges of the screen. I found a tutorial online that how to achieve this effect using post-processing materials.
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packed materials.
Some objects - notably interactable objects (such as 
doors, gates), and the wheelie bins scattered throughout 
the scene - are fully textured with PBR materials created 
using Substance Painter. A little trick to cutting down 
on file size was to pack some grayscale maps into one 
texture file.

Here, I use my PACK format (which I created for my 
DES204 submission.) Intended for use with 32-bit TARGA 
files, I flatten the following map down to channels:

- Ambient Occlusion (AO) to the red channel.
- Height (H) to the green channel.
- Metallic (M) to the blue channel.
- Roughness (R) to the alpha channel.

This is then processed by splitting the channels apart 
in the material. The material to the right, called ‘M_
CoreStandard’, is an opaque and lit PBR material which 
uses simple UV bump offsets by reading the height 
information from the PACK file. With the option to 
multiply the base colour map to the emissive, materials 
can also have a slight glow effect.
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landscape and foliage.
For ‘The Barn’ and ‘The Forestry’ painting scenarios, I used Unreal’s landscaping and foliage tools to create natural feeling spaces with flowing hills.
I feel this helps to set the painting scenarios apart from the core scenario - the house and the street are rigid and full of sharp angles, where as the painting 
scenarios are softer, with smooth(er) geometry, and almost evoke a sense of cartoon fantasy in retrospect.

Given the trees in my project are low poly and are instanced as 
foliage, I can have high amounts of them on-screen.

As the trees are marked as static and loaded in as the painting 
levels are streamed, the foliage has high quality baked lighting with 
very little to no runtime performance cost although I did turn down 
the default lightmap size in the F_SM_Tree settings. 

26 polys
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Models and textures I made for Exploring Alzheimer’s.

For better or worse, all geometry in this project was created by myself inside of Blender or modelled using BSP brushes. (Of course, final deliverables in 
industry do not use BSP brushes as they are re-done by environment artists after level design.) While modelling assets in Blender and texturing some 
models in Substance Painter did significantly add to development time, it allowed me to improve my modelling skills overall and gave me a space outside 
of coursework for my 3D design class this semester to practice. This also means that unless otherwise disclosed (for resources such as the aforementioned 
M_PP_EdgeBlur in the Engine section of this document), all assets in this project are rightfully my own. Should I attempt to pick up this project again in the 
future, I can do so without the risk of infringing on anybody’s rights.

gate. stairlift.

1,916 polys 1,313 polys
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472 polys

door. month calendar.

1,091 polys
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van.

2,033 polys(uv unwrapped, no texture)
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van wheel.

(uv unwrapped, no texture) 336 polys
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leaflets.

Leaflets from the medicine core-scenario task event. Leaflet lying on the small table in the hall, in front of the 
corkboard.

Use of royalty free 
images.

While the leaflets shown here 
(as well as the texture for 
the month calender shown 
previous) were created by me, 
they are remixed works.

I used a collection of images 
sourced from pixabay.com to 
create them. While I have the 
rights to use them, it would be 
plagiaristic of me to suggest I 
captured the photographs.
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testing alpha v0.3 feedback received: 11th november 2020 / tester #1
Glaucoma Post-processing Alternative Suggestion
Some glaucoma sufferers have to use their peripheral vision to perform tasks. While this might detract from the gameplay’s core goal, it might introduce an 
extra obstacle for the player.
My Response
As with any new mechanic, it must be thought of in relation to the project as a whole. At this stage, while I am not in a position to expand my scope, the 
feature is small enough to implement and has a relatively large impact. I should reconsider this at a later time.

testing conditions.
All information obtained from testing was provided by lecturers, people I live with, and other students of the DES205 course. As I have not been given express 
permission to share personal details, I have not disclosed any information other than feedback relating to Exploring Alzheimer’s.

With the knowledge learned from last year’s DES103 Quality Assurance & User Experience class, I can safely say that testing conducted for this project was 
not up to scratch with where it could have been with a number of external factors contributing to this. Despite this, I still obtained useful feedback that has 
been reflected in the project changelog.

Spanner in ‘The Barn’
Tester was unable to draw connection between the spanner and fixing the lever in Painting 1. (‘The Barn’)
My Response
Created a bolt model and added it to BP_Lever and BP_BrokenLever. (The broken lever has a little animation for turning the bolt.)

testing alpha v0.12c feedback received: 30th december 2020 / tester #2
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testing alpha v0.15 feedback received: 6th january 2021 / tester #3
Medicine Task
Medicine task was too difficult as the puzzle was too convoluted. 
I spoke with the tester more on where specifically in the medicine task they got stuck. After this discussion, we determined that there was difficulty in 
drawing a connection between the two leaflets the player can view as part of the task.
My Response
Underlined a shared quote written on both leaflets to act as a hint to help players solve the puzzle.

Doors
Tester found opening doors to be finicky.
My Response
Made the interactable area of the door larger.

testing alpha v0.16b feedback received: 8th january 2021 / tester #3
Doors
Doors now a lot easier to move than in v0.15.

Medicine Task
Medicine puzzle easier to figure out with the underlined text written on the leaflets, compared to v0.15.

Interactables
Level is consistent with which objects can be interacted with because most of them are yellow. (Post-its, doors, the gate, the nut and bolt, etc.)
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Paintings
Really liked the “memories sections”. One memory in particular stood out as very interesting [where] you walk down a path with no clue why you are there or 
what you were doing there. The background is also blurry which is a great effect for not remembering details.

Post-processing
The vision effect is great. It makes it hard to see things, but not too hard.

Wheelie Bin
The garbage bin can be very difficult to manoeuvre. I keep on constantly getting stuck in places. The invisible walls by the gate make it even harder as I got 
stuck in the beginning for a while.
My Response
Based on this feedback, I discovered a bug where the spanner in the player ‘inventory’ had collision enabled. The wheelie bin was getting stuck on that, 
although the wheelie bin is still perhaps a bit too difficult to maneouvre.

Door Peeking
There is only one door that only opens part way, which is confusing; it is not explained why I cannot enter the room.
My Response
The level design for the house was intended to be somewhat confusing. A lot of the rooms can only be opened part of the way at certain points during the 
level. Possible avenue to test again for UX to see if this aligns with the goal of the project, but as for now, just leaving this as a wontfix.

testing alpha v0.16b feedback received: 8th january 2021 / tester #3 (cont.)
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In the midst of the frenzy of attempting to pull together my final submission piece, the underlying purpose for the development of Exploring 
Alzheimer’s remains: to help players - and to help myself - understand the challenging emotions brought on by contemplating the impact of the 
disease. Please do not be mistaken, Alzheimer’s is not any less scary to me than when I first began researching it at the beginning of the semester. 
However, this project has allowed me to think, aided by secondary scientific research, in an abstracted perspective of someone with living with the 
illness. This has, if anything, given me a productive space to process some jarringly complex and existential emotions by attempting to apply them 
at a technical level. In essence, the game is a structured projection of this processing. There is the danger that conducting a project in this manner 
could steer it towards sentimentality, but based on others’ feedback, I do feel confident that I have at the very least created a game that provides an 
interesting experience that encourages players to think introspectively about time and memory.

That is not to say my development process was ‘good’, by any means.

The biggest issue with this project was with the structure I employed (or lack-thereof). I never developed a GDD, I did not stop to consider who 
my target audience was - beyond ‘someone interested in processing the impact of Alzheimer’s’ - and I evidently did not plan my blueprints before 
beginning development. I did have a roadmap, but this fell out of order midway though the semester. This is not to say that the level itself was 
structureless. As shown in the ‘Concept’, ‘Research’, ‘Planning’, and ‘Structure’ sections of this document, this is something I have thoroughly 
considered. It was the project management that I let slide. This is something I should have had a tighter grip on from the very beginning as time 
management is now, ironically, my most consistent issue across modules. Aside from a day or two over the holidays, or when I have fallen ill, there 
has not been a single day I have fully taken off from working on university course material. Despite this, the project still ran dangerously close to 
the submission date. I realise now that if I had spent even just a single week preparing, instead of figuring things out as I went along, I could have 
saved a lot of time and prevented many headaches. As mentioned in prior sections, I had no experience with blueprints before the beginning of the 
semester, but in my case, I have plenty of experience writing code so I could have at least attempted to approximate the work required.

At the end of the day, working under the conditions of poor or non-existent project management results in the very real world of industry crunch. 
“Ultimately, crunching is a result of feature creep, design iteration, poor planning or, most commonly, an all-or-nothing approach to design” 
(Rutland, 2020, quoted in Dring, 2020). The earlier I can get on top of it, the better! 
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